
case study

among the many success stories of open source, cloud computing 
and virtualization are two that have dramatically changed the 
competitive landscape and enabled agile businesses to establish 
themselves and carve out profitable niches using open-source 
components running on Intel®-based platforms. iWeb, one of the 
largest web and Internet hosting infrastructure providers in canada, 
offers an outstanding example of this approach. To compete 
effectively in the hosting and co-location services sector, iWeb 
assembles its infrastructure solutions from the ground up, selecting 
server components based on quality, compatibility, and price. iWeb 
takes advantage of the nimble nature of open source, updating 
its platform frequently as enhanced open-source components 
become available, which lets customers quickly begin leveraging  
the advantages of the latest technologies. 
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Challenge

to sharpen its 
competitive edge, iWeb 

needed to improve its 
capabilities for creating reliable and scalable Internet 
host infrastructure solutions within shortened 
development cycles. The developer wish list included 
a selection of open-source components that could be 
used to design and deploy automated provisioning 
features as an offering to clients. 

Solution

as a part of its overall corporate business strategy, 
iWeb turned to open-source software to create 
affordable, reliable solutions. This also made it 
possible to quickly turn versions of the platform 
components to capitalize on the latest advances 
and features.  By using Intel® processors with Intel® 
Virtualization technology (Intel® Vt), they could also 
take full advantage of the virtualization layer in the 
iWeb Smart* Servers architecture.

ReSultS

the resulting dynamic, dedicated server offering can 
be provisioned and running in under 15 minutes. iWeb 
has successfully deployed this solution 
in over 150 countries. Following the 
launch in October 2010, 1,000 servers 
were sold in January 2011 alone. 

creatIng autOmated HOstIng serVIces: 
iWeb Leverages Open sOurce

We offer hosting, 
but we are really a software development 

company as well. We have a very large soft
ware 

development team and we have always had a 

do-it-yourself, open-sourc
e way of thinking, which 

has contributed to our e
xpertise in satisfying 

customer requirements and building success
ful 

products and services.   
– Martin Leclair, Founder an

d President  

   of Products and Tech
nologies, iWeb  

“
“

rapid, automated provisioning 
of server resources is a vital 
requirement of hosting and 
co-location services, requiring 
frequent updating of platform 
capabilities to stay competitive. 
iWeb turned to open-source 
components and Intel®-based 
platforms to add the kinds of 
enhancements, technologies, 
and features that give its 
customers unique advantages in 
fast-moving business sectors.

On Intel® arcHItecture
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Our business 
model and our brand are b

ased 

on affordable reliability. W
e’re 

better able to offer cost
-effective 

products through the us
e of 

open-source software on Intel 

architecture.  
– Martin Leclair, Founder an

d President  

of Products and Technol
ogies, iWeb

“
“

•   affordable reliability. Solutions are built using cost-effective, open-source 
components and proven, well-supported hardware architectures, providing 
substantial business value.

•   automated provisioning. Customers gain the option to dynamically provision 
their own resources through a convenient, visually-oriented Control Center, so 
100 percent of resources are accessible at any time.   

The automated provisioning platform incorporates the Xen* hypervisor into the 
virtualization layer, Apache ActiveMQ* for messaging, MySQL* for the database, 
and Apache Solr* as a search platform to index inventory. The result is a highly 
successful solution, composed of Smart Layer* and Smart Servers, which combines 
the best of open source with a proven platform built with Intel® architecture.

The performance of iWeb solutions benefits from close integration of hardware-
assisted Intel Vt and the Xen hypervisor, owing to Intel’s long history of 
contributions to the Xen project. Intel VT, built into Intel® Xeon® processors and 
Intel® server adapters, speeds up the transfer of platform control with the virtual 
machine manager and optimizes the network for virtualization.

intel open-Source Contributions  
and Platform technologies
Intel’s contributions to many of the open-source technologies that are used in iWeb 
solutions help unlock the maximum capabilities of Intel architecture. A partial list 
of Intel contributions includes the Linux* kernel, Xen, MySQL, Apache web server, 
Zend Technologies Framework, and jQuery libraries. Through these collaborative 
technology advances, iWeb customers experience enhanced performance, 
scalability, and power efficiency. 

Intel®-based hardware provides the platform for iWeb’s offerings. iWeb Smart 
servers are powered by a range of processors, including Intel® core™2 duo, Intel® 
Core™ i7, and Intel® Xeon® processors. Intel network cards, including Intel® Gigabit 
ct desktop adapter and Intel® pro/1000 gt desktop adapter, are also featured in 
iWeb solutions. To streamline the development process and provide access to the 
full functionality of the hardware, iWeb relies on Intel® software drivers. 

tapping into talent and Re-allocating Resources
The open-source development model proved invaluable at helping iWeb achieve its 
goal of affordable reliability, both in terms of professional expertise and resource 
allocation. “Many of the developers under our employment have an open-source 
background and have been working with open-source technologies for years,” 
Leclair said. iWeb taps into these huge pools of talent to find people who are 
familiar with the technologies used in the company’s solutions. These people 
include not only developers, but also project managers, Qa specialists, and system 
administrators.

Also, by relying on open-source software, iWeb is able to allocate resources 
normally consumed by licensing costs to product enhancement and additional 
development. “These savings are passed on to our clients, allowing us to provide  
a feature-rich, robust platform at affordable prices,” Leclair said. 

Delivering Flexible Value from 
intel’s ongoing Contributions to 
the Xen* Project

Intel was one of the founding 
members of the Xen project, and 
ongoing commitment and contributions 
to the project have led to a steady 
increase in performance with every 
successive generation of Intel® 
processor. Independent of the 
underlying host Os, Xen delivers those 
benefits to iWeb customers across 
multiple environments that can be 
selected according to customer needs 
and preferences.

Building a Server hosting Platform Based on affordable Reliability 
When it comes to infrastructure services, iWeb covers all the bases, including solutions that feature dedicated servers,  
cloud servers, hybrid smart servers, and managed web clusters. Two key ideas have been instrumental in furthering the  
company’s mission, particularly in the smart server line:
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infrastructure Management with  
the Feel of a Desktop application
In engineering Smart Servers, iWeb looked at the rising popularity 
of cloud computing and focused the product design on combining 
the flexibility of the cloud with the power of dedicated servers. 
as part of this approach, the company developed an automated 
provisioning system that gives customers a high degree of control 
over the infrastructure and servers. A Control Center interface 
provides an administrative tool that is exceptionally easy to use, 
allowing customers to perform high-level tasks using drag-and-
drop and single-click functionality. 

using this control center, a client can choose the components of 
the server, select and install the OS, or migrate to another server. 
A client can also add to the firewall, scale up or down through 
migration without reinstalling the Os, or, if additional ram is 
needed, migrate to another server or change the CPU and RAM. 
all of the components of the control center are constructed 
using open-source software. 

elevating Cloud Computing  
to new levels
Based in Montreal, iWeb now provides Internet hosting services 
and It infrastructure to about 24,000 customers spanning 150 
countries and operates four data centers, relying exclusively on 
Intel-based hardware platforms for its Smart Servers. 

The iWeb Smart Server elevates the flexibility of cloud computing 
to new levels with a virtualized, dedicated server solution, with 
features that support instant deployment, easy migration, and 
many advanced networking capabilities. Using Xen as the heart 
of this forward-thinking solution—which takes full advantage 
of Intel VT—deployed on a reliable hardware platform from 
Intel, iWeb has established a strong market presence that lets 
customers exercise control over their own dedicated server and 
dynamically provision resources as needed to obtain maximum 
value from their investment.  

invent

accelerating Xen* environments  
with intel® Virtualization technology

Intel® server platforms deliver hardware assists to 
virtualization through a suite of capabilities known 
collectively as Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT). 
Intel’s extensive open-source contributions ensure that the 
Xen virtualization hypervisor fully supports these features, 
which include the following:

•   extended Page tables accelerate translation by 
Xen between physical and virtual memory, which can 
dramatically increase overall performance.

•   intel® Vt FlexMigration allows live migration and related 
capabilities between multiple generations of processors, 
protecting existing investments when adding new servers.

•   intel® Vt for Directed i/o lets Xen assign I/O resources 
to a specific virtual machine, helping meet service-level 
agreements and isolate workloads to enhance data 
protection.

•   intel® Vt for Connectivity intelligently offloads I/O 
processing from the processor to the network hardware, 
freeing processor resources for other work to improve  
overall performance.

Located in Montreal, iWeb is one of the largest web and Internet hosting infrastructure providers in Canada.
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intel takes pride  
in being a long-standing  
member of the open-source community.  
We believe in open source development as a 
means to create rich business opportunities, 
advance promising technologies, and bring 
together top talent from diverse fields to 
solve computing challenges. Our contributions  
to the community include reliable hardware 
architectures, professional development tools, 
work on essential open-source components, 
collaboration and co-engineering with leading 
companies, investment in academic research 
and commercial businesses, and helping to 
build a thriving ecosystem around open source. 


